The University of Manitoba  
Dr. Gerald Niznick College of Dentistry  

DENTAL COLLEGE COUNCIL  
MEETING MINUTES  

DATE: October 3, 2022  
TIME: 12:15 p.m.  
LOCATION: Schwartz Theatre  

Quorum was met  
V Swain is the Spokesperson  
J Perry is Chair  

1. Approval of the Agenda  

Motion: “THAT the Agenda be approved as circulated”.  

M/S/C D Schönwetter/M Bertone  

2. Approval of the May 24, 2022 Meeting Minutes.  

Motion: “THAT the Minutes from May 24, 2022 be approved as circulated”.  

M/S/C N Boorberg/A Haimeur  

3. Business arising from the Minutes – None  

4. New Business  

4.1 Proposed changes to the Bulletin to DCC from the Committee for Selection in Dentistry.  

Motion: “THAT the Canadian Indigenous and Individual (Special) Applicant Categories be clearly separated into two separate categories AND that the number of available positions within the Canadian Indigenous Applicant Category increases from two (2) to five (5), retaining four (4) positions for Individual (Special) Applicant Category applicants and twenty (20) positions for the General (Regular) Applicant Category”.  

M/S/C R Bhullar/G Kirouac
Motion: “THAT upon acceptance of admission into the Dr. Gerald Niznick College of Dentistry, students complete, as part of their acceptance package, the College’s Essential Skills and Abilities document. This is in addition to acknowledging this document upon online submission of their application documents.”

M/S/C R Todescan/A Nowakowski

4.2 Proposed Changes to the IDDP Bulletin

Motion: “THAT the Track A applicant category utilizes the Advanced Dental Admission Test as a selection tool in the place of the Assessment of Fundamental Knowledge examination. The Advanced Dental Admission Test must be completed no later than March 1 in the year of application.”

M/S/C N Boorberg/A Shah

Motion: “THAT, for the Track B category, the Assessment of Clinical Judgement examinations must be written and passed within three years prior to the application deadline.”

M/S/C L Glassford/R Franca

Motion: “THAT the Track B applicant category deletes the Assessment of Clinical Skills as a selection tool.”

M/S/C A Nowakowski/R Bhullar

Motion: “THAT, for the Track B Category, the National Dental Examination of Clinical Competence be written by June of the calendar year of application.”

M/S/C M Bertone/P Chelikani

5. Adjournment
Meeting adjourned at 1:07 p.m.

___________________________
CHAIRPERSON

October 5, 2022
DATE (That Minutes are accepted/signed)